Megohmmeter RM 175‐LZ MK II
S.N. 12583. Condition: pretty good – unmodified. Article in 1957 December Wireless World.
4x Tx – marked KB1017, ?, ?, ?. PT with 1.4A of heaters.
Caps: Dubilier Nitrogel B255 1250VDC ; Statis 4uF 800V SD 4 C
Pots Colvern WW
Diode: BYY34
Senter K3/45 A66 (x2 tubes)
EZ80 Mullard ?C5 ±6E3 ; power supply rectifier (90mA max)
12AU7 USA 23C 56‐43 ; relay RL1 driver
EF37A (x2) Mullard EP2 B6C2 ; meter driver
Large meter; 100uA
Other functional uses:
1. High voltage DC supply between ‘+’ and Guard terminals, with metering (keyswitch set to “Test
Voltage”). Current limited droop from series 25k (ie. about 52mA short circuit). Instant current
limit from series 10k (ie. about 100mA short circuit).
2. uA/pA FS meter between ‘–‘ and Guard terminals, with metering (keyswitch set to “Measure”).
Multiply x0.1: 555uA FS; 250mV drop; 444ohm sense;
Multiply x1: 55.5uA FS; 250mV drop; 4.44kohm sense;
Multiply x10: 5.55uA FS; 250mV drop; 44.4kohm sense;
Multiply x100: 0.555uA FS; 250mV drop; 444kohm sense;
Multiply x1000: 55.5pA FS; 250mV drop; 4.44Mohm sense;
Multiply x10,000: 5.55pA FS; 250mV drop; 44.4Mohm sense;
Issues:
 mains side control parts: panel pot (set volts); trim pot; 4uF oilcan cap.
 No mains fuse, or power supply secondary fuse, or HV secondary fuse
 T4 is HT step‐up. T3 is power transformer for valves. Schematic is vice‐versa.
 Electrolytic filter cap C5 ‐ old.
To do:
 Add fuses.
 Series diodes with EZ80 anodes.
 Add switch to turn HV supply off (ie. just use to measure for uA/pA measurement).
 Check PT winding resistances, and see what filter capacitance can be used for C5.
 Check other caps for values, and check 1.25k caps for leakage resistance at 1kV.
 Check ‘+’ resistance to ground with keyswitch to Measure (it should be 4M7).
 The schematic shows how the keyswitch was modified to “give a check voltage position, as well
as earth and test.”

